LEGEND
331 & 331- A East Valerio Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
REPLACING 13 WINDOWS
VINYL DUAL GLAZED U-FACTOR 0.32 SHGC 0.25
ALL WINDOWS WILL STAY IN THE SAME SIZE & LOCATION
CONTRACTOR - HOME DEPOT USA INC. L.I.C. 602331
ALL JOB AND MATERIALS WILL COMPLY WITH 2016
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING CODE
HDE Windows

Simonton frame-type index

6-5-19
EAST

6500:
- Block frame
- Stucco

6100:
- Block Frame

PF Builder:
- Nail fin
- Block frame (remove nail fin)

SB+:
- Block Frame
- Integral Nail and J
- Integral Masonry Flange & J

WEST

6200:
- Block frame
- Block frame with accessory groove fill
- Brick Mould Stucco
- Craftsman stucco
- Extruded Integral stucco
- 1.375” Nail fin
- 1.375” nail fin with track (accessory groove) filler

Clear Value:
- 1” nail fin
- 1.375” nail fin
- Block frame
- Stucco flange

6400 Door:
- Block frame
- Nail fin
- Stucco
- Stucco (three sides)
6500 Block Frame
Pro Finish Builder Block Frame
Pro Finish Nail Fin Frame
6200 Extruded Integral Stucco

The Simonton difference is in the details.

A. A mitered glazing bead provides a neatly finished appearance.
B. The interlock features the same narrow, low profile design as the frame, for attractive symmetry.
C. Weep holes are covered by small baffles to keep insects out and to provide a finished look.
D. Integrated Pull Rails (IPR) allow you to handle the screen from anywhere along the edge and will never break out like pull tabs can.
6200 Stucco & Block Frame

Extruded Integral Stucco (see last slide)
- Extruded frame
- Single Wall
- Contemporary look

Craftsman Stucco
- Dual Wall Flange
- Strong, without compromising contemporary look.

Brickmould Stucco
- Dual Wall Flange
- Look of real wood BM trim.

Block Frame
- For full frame removal installs
- Allows for more customized installation
6200 Contemporary Block Frame Door
Clear Value Nail Fin Frame
Clear Value Stucco Frame
6400 French Rail Block Frame
SB+ Block Frame

A. Storm Protection, Plus
Impact-resistant glass features a durable interlayer that will remain intact when struck with flying debris to protect the home’s pressure envelope.

Peace and Quiet
The sound-dampening interlayer provides up to a 50% reduction in unwanted outside noise for entering your home.

Safe and Secure
Laminated glass is difficult to penetrate, deterring would-be intruders.

Sun Shield
Laminated glass filters much of the sun’s damaging rays that can fade furnishings, carpet and artwork.

B. Thermally Enhanced
The insulating glass unit provides excellent thermal performance for year-round comfort and energy savings.

C. Built-in Strength
Fusion-welded frame and sash increase weather resistance and durability, while the reinforced profiles add to the structural integrity of the window.

D. Weatherability
Vinyl has excellent insulating properties and can stand up to extreme weather conditions year after year.

E. Water Diversion
Simonton’s sill design moves water quickly away from your home.

F. Trouble-free Operation
The stainless steel constant force coil spring balance system allows the sash to raise and lower smoothly, ensuring a lifetime of trouble-free operation.

G. No Hassles
Premium vinyl requires virtually no maintenance to look beautiful for a lifetime.
SB+ Integral Masonry Fin and J